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Abstract
A theoretical discussion and practical guidelines for development and production of learning objects as a result of a structural document named storyboard will be presented. A storyboard must
contain instructions and detailed description for development learning objects. During the instructional design phase, the storyboards are elaborated by the instructional designer with collaborate
of subject matter expert (SME), graphic artists, programmers, and other interdisciplinary team
members research. This involves researches in instructional design procedures and processes for
improvement materials, environments and learning experiences and promotes the acquisition of
specifics skills and knowledge by students. But one of the problems to create learning objects is
the simple transposing of traditional elements for cyberspace without concerning about the instructional strategies or considering learning styles that could be more significant than contentby-strategy. One solution for this problem is using storyboards as model schemes built over some
theoretical proposals: Robert Gagné’s conditions for learning, levels of interaction present in Rod
Sims’ Taxonomy, characteristics of hypertext systems presented by Pierre Lévy and George
Landow, and orientation in knowledge domain by using diagrams and reduction of information
overload, characterized by Richard Wurman.
To develop the proposal of storyboards in these molds is necessary to use the ADDIE model with
some adaptations. This methodology is used in Instructional System Design (ISD), and it is based
on five points: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation. The analysis
phase involves the definition of the learning object, like the content characterize a unit element,
the task analysis and description of constraints. The design phase refers to write and measure objectives, to plan instructional strategies, and to development a storyboard with prototype specifications (type of media, presentation strategies, level of interactivity, structure of feedback). The
elaboration of storyboards is generally done in development phase, but in this case this suggestion
is supported by use of theories cited before to extend the educational possibilities and the motivation of learners. Therefore, the focus of the development phase is to produce learning objects and
realize performance, logic and others tests according to the instructions of storyboard. The next
step, namely the implementation phase, involves all processes of including learning objects in
database with metadata index system.
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